Contribution of a buried hydrogen bond to lambda repressor folding kinetics.
A hydrogen bond between the buried residues Asp 14 and Ser 77 in monomeric lambda repressor has been removed by mutation of these residues to alanine. Double mutant cycles show that the interaction stabilizes the native state of the protein by 1.5 kcal/mol. Removal of the interaction affects mainly the unfolding rates and not the folding rates, suggesting that this hydrogen bond is not substantially formed in the rate-limiting steps in the folding pathways of the protein. Mutations in two versions of lambda6-85, wild type and the faster folding G46A/G48A (WT), show similar effects. Diffusion-collision correctly predicts the behavior of WT but not of wild type. Our analysis suggests that folding of helix 3 is a crucial slow step along the various folding pathways and generally occurs before the formation of the 14-77 hydrogen bond. Experiments removing tertiary interactions, combined with experiments altering helical stability and diffusion-collision calculations, provide a strategy to unravel the folding mechanisms of small helical proteins.